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▪ 2005:  Ashville Park conditionally rezoned.  Consisted 
of Five “Villages”  

▪ 2006-2007: Village A – Wilshire Village – was 
approved and construction initiated

▪ 2006:  Village B – Ranier Village – was approved but 
construction never initiated – plans were not used 

▪ 2007/2008: When the housing bubble burst, the 
development went into foreclosure and receivership 
under Wells Fargo

▪ 2007/2008: The city assumed ownership of streets, 
utilities, and stormwater system

ASHVILLE PARK CHRONOLOGY
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▪ 2012 (February):  New developer – HomeFed –
acquired the remaining vacant  villages and lots

▪ 2012 (June):  A revised plan for Village B – Ranier
Village – was approved and construction initiated.  
The stormwater outfall system had already been 
installed with Ashville Park Blvd

▪ 2012 (November):  City became aware of drainage 
problem in Ashville Park Blvd at Ranier Village 
entrance 

▪ 2013-2015:  Ashville Park subdivision continues to 
experience recurring flooding problems 

ASHVILLE PARK CHRONOLOGY
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• 2013-2015: City worked with HomeFed and its 
consultant to determine the cause of the flooding

• 2016 (June): Public Works initiates engineering 
and stormwater modeling to determine the cause 
of the recurrent flooding and the improvements 
necessary to correct the flooding

• 2016 (September/October): Tropical Storm Julia 
and Hurricane Matthew cause severe flooding far 
beyond the flooding of the previous five years

• 2017 (February): Engineering study and 
stormwater model report completed  

ASHVILLE PARK CHRONOLOGY
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• CDM Smith  performed hydraulic analyses of 
the Ashville Park stormwater system and 
developed solution alternatives.

• Model of stormwater system was developed 
using EPA Storm Water Management Model 
(SWMM).

• EPA SWMM is a complex mathematical model 
in widespread use across the country (gold 
standard).

• Nine months to complete, $218,000 to date

ASHVILLE PARK ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
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• Photos and information from the neighborhood 
helped provide guidance and after-the-fact 
water elevation data

• Public Works installed three water surface level 
gauges for data

• SWMM Model was calibrated using Tropical 
Storm Julia & Hurricane Matthew 

• The model predicted flood water elevations that 
were within an inch of actual elevations for both 
storms

ASHVILLE PARK MODEL CALIBRATION
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ASHVILLE PARK SWMM MODEL
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Outfall
 The outfall system to Flanagan’s Lane and Sandbridge Road is 

inadequate.  The rock weir cannot pass nearly enough water during 
a storm to keep the stormwater within the banks of the lakes

STUDY FINDINGS
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 The receiving ditches and channels 
downstream of the outfall do not 
have capacity to handle the 
stormwater, resulting in higher 
water elevations 

 When water levels are high in Back 
Bay and Ashville Bridge Creek, 
even less water can pass the outfall



Subdivision Lakes & Stormwater Piping
▪ The stormwater piping and the lakes are inadequate
▪ There is not sufficient lake area to store runoff until it 

can drain through the system
▪ Higher water levels in the lakes prevent the 

stormwater pipes in the streets from draining quickly 
during and after storms

▪ Even with lowered lake elevations and more lake 
area, the pipe system cannot carry enough 
stormwater to keep the streets from flooding during 
significant events 

STUDY FINDINGS (CONTINUED)
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• CDM Smith evaluated over 25 improvement scenarios and 
provided detailed analyses of the four most viable 
alternatives

• All four alternatives provide similar benefits; however, no 
improvement can provide complete protection from all storm 
events (much greater than 100-year event)

• All four alternatives require major improvements & upgrades 
to the neighborhood drainage system (within the streets)

• Alternative D is more resilient to future water levels because 
of the location of the proposed pump station

• Alternative B is more conducive to phasing and its initial 
phases can be implemented faster than the initial 
phases of Alternative D

ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED
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ASHVILLE PARK – ALTERNATIVE B
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ASHVILLE PARK – ALTERNATIVE D
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ESTIMATED HARD COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES
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**Costs do not include acquisition, utility adjustments or environmental mitigation costs.



▪ The FY2018-23 CIP provides $9 million in funding 
which will allow for the first phase of Alternative B 
(a.k.a Scenario 5)
▪ Considerable decrease in flooding duration
▪ Incremental improvement in the depth of flooding
▪ Planning level opinion of cost is $8.2 million

▪ The neighborhood and the developer both indicate a 
desire to continue with the development as long as 
there are no adverse impacts to the stormwater 
system in the existing villages

▪ Public Works Engineering has begun the preliminary 
engineering design of the Scenario 5 improvements

INTERIM IMPROVEMENTS- PHASED APPROACH
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SCENARIO 5 IMPROVEMENTS
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• Scenario 5 improvements assume Village C will 
be developed

• HomeFed is interested in proceeding with 
Village C and cost-participating in Scenario 5 

• Cost-participation based upon additional cost of 
the phased approach 

• Cost share is $5.8M (71%) City, $2.4M (29%) 
HomeFed for initial phase (Alt. B, Scenario 5)

• HomeFed to cost participate up to $2.1M in 
future phases if Villages D & E proceed   

POSSIBLE VILLAGE C COST-PARTICIPATION
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▪ Dedicated 13 CFS portable pump to lower 
the 14-lake system prior to significant storm 
events (3” rain or greater)

▪ New weir and portable pump site will be 
constructed at existing outfall location to 
allow more discharge from the lake system 
and also prevent high water backflow into 
the system

▪ Weir construction scheduled for January 
2018

ASHVILLE PARK INTERIM PROJECTS 
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Potential Pungo Ridge 
Development
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▪ Concept envisions two potential developments

POTENTIAL PUNGO RIDGE DEVELOPMENT
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East side of 
Princess Anne 
Road (half of 
the former 
Pungo airfield)

West side of 
Princess Anne 
Road 
(northwest 
quadrant of the 
Pungo 
intersection)



▪ 47 of the 51 acres of 
the proposed east 
side project currently 
drain thru Ashville 
Park

▪ Stormwater flow to 
Ashville Park is highly 
restricted by way of a 
single 18” CMP

▪ 11 CFS in 10-yr storm 
(but Cayman Lane 
overtops in 100-yr 
storm)

PUNGO RIDGE EAST
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▪ Developer feels that 
existing impervious 
surface is 40-70%

▪ City GIS and SW model 
calibration supports 
about 25%

▪ A critical assumption in 
stormwater regulations

▪ Needs to be confirmed 
by topographic survey

PUNGO RIDGE EAST – IMPERVIOUS AREA
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▪ 47 acres of Pungo Ridge east that drains thru Ashville 
is about 9% of the total drainage area but it enters 
Ashville at a point of high infrastructure deficiency

▪ Stormwater flow to Ashville is restricted (18” CMP)
▪ Because of the 18” CMP restriction, when the 47-acre 

drainage was removed from the SW model, flooding 
reductions in Ashville were small, but not insignificant

▪ More meaningful when combined with Scenario 5 
▪ Not a sole solution for Ashville, but if implemented as 

stated, the development would not increase storm-
water issues in Ashville (it would decrease them)  

WHAT IF PUNGO RIDGE EAST DRAINED 
WEST (TO WEST NECK CREEK)
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▪ Ashville Park drains east to Ashville Bridge Creek and 
then to Back Bay

▪ The existing Ashville Villages A & B are among the 
lower elevations and the farthest from the outfall

▪ Any meaningful volume of stormwater diverted from 
Village A or B will result in some reduction in flooding

▪ It will likely require a pump station
▪ Engineering and stormwater modeling must be done 

to know how much water could be diverted and what 
the impact would be to the West Neck Creek 
watershed (upstream and downstream)     

WHAT IF PUNGO RIDGE ALSO DIVERTED 
ASHVILLE WATER TO WEST NECK CREEK
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▪ Engineering/stormwater modeling must be done 
before impacts upon Ashville Park, Ashville Bridge 
Creek, and West Neck Creek can be predicted 

▪ Cost-participation has been suggested
▪ City has modeled Ashville Park which includes Pungo 

Ridge east (existing condition) at a cost of $200K +/-
▪ Modeling underway for drainage-sheds 9 and 10 

which include Pungo Ridge west (existing condition).  
Work will be done by year-end at cost of $500K +/-

▪ Open-source model, input data available to anyone.  
City has already cost-participated     

PUNGO RIDGE STORMWATER MODELING
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▪ Ashville Park Village C:  Proceed with initial phase of 
Alternative B (Scenario 5) in cost-participation with 
HomeFed

▪ Use unexpended funds in the Ashville Park CIP to 
implement additional phases – biggest bang-for-the 
buck projects

▪ Complete stormwater models for drainage-sheds 9 
and 10

▪ Provide model input data to interested parties looking 
to develop property in southern watershed

▪ Remain open to cost-participation if in public interest

RECOMMENDATIONS
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QUESTIONS?
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